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It is essential to have variety which occurs 

within a continuous system. 

Variety and continuity are opposed, but it 

necessary to : rrmrma 

a successful transitional area within a 

where the transitional area is a zone of 

change - movement, use, scale of space, 
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rne mieni oi tms tnesis project is to leai 

with the humanizing of the central business district 

This is not to be taken as the creation K .JLJL This is not to be taken as the creation 

but Dl an overall peaes^nan area sucn as a man • but 

rather an attenmt at a successful integration of 
• ! 

Legs and wheels and automobile Legs and wheels — p *yvx*3 O OX X cm and automobile • 

it is an attempt to make •one most OI reality 
4—1— 

iealing with yerv real current nroblem • Recent iealing with 

i patterns of growth in Bozeman have tended to weaken 

district the e: Tine central Dusmess district • wiun the e: xtension 

- i— of urban limits of the citv > Che desirabilitv of > 

t Y\ er rl rvT.m +* r\y+rr\ facilities has lessened uw wii wv wu facilities has lessened • 

h static me aownTOwn ua s oeen lei t wit h a static 

market wiich could diminish with develonment of 

new shopping centers in other locations. new shopping centers in other locations. 

rorwnateiy , some recognize T,nat the city neea s 

a vital downtown to serve as the center m 

community life community life • 
• f t l » . . _ ,f xnereiore 4 wording WIT; run specinc aarameter S •• 

— ouantitie s. di mensions. meaning- streets and 
7 

sidewalks 9 circulation oy reusing > or reworking . 

these areas. it is an attempt to realize an area 

that recognizes the priority of the nedestrian 11 that recognizes the priority 

is an achievable alternative and therefore attractive J3 is an achievable alternative > and therefore attractive • 
-L. 
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Downtown Parking: 

ly« Uses, Problems* 

the amount used 

i s the amount 
used by those 
who work there 

to continue circulating - hunting or waiting 

near where they intend 

to shop* This undesirable process contributes to 

Compounding tnis parking problem is the 

fact that the major portion of ofr-street parking 

provide parking areas for customers, but often 

this space is used by employees 

iaEltiU! 
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Convenient shopper parking is already in 

short supply in the central business district* 

As demands for parking increase, the temptation 

to look for shopping ana parking elsewhere in 

Bozeman will also increase. 

B. Parking Demands: 

Parking demands can be estimated from the 

ratio of parking spaces for particular types 

or activity to gross floor space. Tnere should 

be at least parking spaces for every lOOo . 
sq. ft. of gross leasable area in shopping 

centers. Tne no. of spaces in downtown areas 

is lesser Decause of downtown employees who 

often go on foot. 

1000 
sq.f t 

1000 
sq.rt 

Shopping Center - 5*5 parking spaces 
( employee goes to work in auto) 

Downtown - less than parking sp. 
employee ox ten goes to work on foot) 



immediate need for l.'/5 times as many parking 

spaces as are now available in the primary and 

intermediate zones. 

C. Anticipated Demand: 

Anticipated future demands may be ror either 

short term or long term spaces. 

Snort Term - xor users requiring only short 

periods of time at thier destinations. 

Long Term - for users having to park at same 

Considered quantitatively, there is an 

location for more than 1/2 day. 

Based on the assumption that short term 

parking spaces should be located close to the 

destinations of those requiring limited periods of 

time to conduct thier business, it becomes 

apparent that short term spaces should be located 
44 ]4- { | | | j 1 1- i i j I j '• I I.1 1 j. LCI £ 13- 4<2 j 
in the primary retail zone. 

long term 

short term 

primary zone 
short term 

short term 

intermediate zone 



D. Anticipated Demc 

- it appears that the volume of traffic will 

more than double by 19^5* 

- The south and west sectors of downtown 

Bozeman will account for about 68% of 

generated trips. 

- Provision will have to be made for an add 

of 2300 parking spaces. 

- Major new external access routes will nave 

to be developed, facilitating traffic 

s: 

movement or non-shoppers and increasing 

accessabiiity to parking areas and 

structures* 

- Provision for increased traffic volumes-

io./o increase in generated traffic. 
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Parking Alternatives: 

Parking Lots - large amounts of space req.'a 

costly, as no return achieved 

more volume of cars 

costly initially 

more efficient land use 

gle harking; 

Parallel Parking - system presently used 

more generated traffic 

less parking 



wn Traffic Circulation: 

The amount of people shopping in downtown 

Bozeman will depend in part on the ease of access 

to the area. 

A. Pavement and Hight of Way widths: 

The predominant pavement width of all streets 

except Main is forty-four reet. Main street 

itself has a pavement width or approximately 

sixty-four feet. It has been previously 

proposed that the parking lanes snould be 

eliminated during perious oi heavy traffic, 

to allow ror adequate turning movements. This 

transformation, however, would omy serve to 

decrease tne desirability of Main Street as 

a shopping street unless adequate and 

convenient parking could be provided eisewnere. 

At present, tne many trarric lanes make good 

pedestrian circulation diificult, and snopping 

on both sides of Main practically impossible. 
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B. Comparison or Street capacity - Volume: 

Intersection Vox/nr (Jap/hr. 

Main-westbound l^o 1935 
willson-NorthDouna 234 642 
Main-Eastbound 146h- l?3i? 
wiiison-Southoound 262 66M-

Mam-ivestDouna H'/O 193 b 
iracy-Northoound 233 9I0 
Main- Eastbound I066 193? 
Tracy- Southbound 277 lo65 

Main- Westbound 79$ 1935 
Rouse- Northbound 482 750 
Main- Eastbound 709 1935 
Rouse- Southbound 355 h-10 

Babcock-westbound 404 1308 
Willson-Northbound 641 1017 
Babcock- Eastbound 658 130b 
Willson- Southbound 795 2280 

Mend.-Westbound 537 620 
Willson-Northbound 21o 518 
Mendenhall- East 519 642 
Will son-Southbound 358 518 

Mend.-Westbound 326 6^+2 
Rouse-Northbound 479 1328 
Mend. Eastbound 184 642 
Rouse-Southbound 463 750 

Volumes - 4:30 - 5*30 P.M. 

Carrying Capacity - Max. No. of vehicles that can 

pass a given point in a given 

time under acceptable traffic 

conditions. 
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C. Volumes - Ma.1i 

- Average Daily Traffic 

Main St.(east) 

Rouse 

Main St.(west) 

Willson 

TOTALS 

1971 1973 

9280 

3870 

980̂  

5730 

11810 16820 23120 

3000 5000 10688 
: 

283 50 3̂ 930 9̂3̂ 2 

-M ——" 

ids Established: 

HO K;E 

W»MAIN K.MAIN 

WI -LSON 

- decrease on E. Main due 
to opening of inter
state. 

- Increase on W. Main due 
to opening of inter
state, expansion of 
university, development 
of additional resident 
area to west, and 
completion of new retail 
and service facilities. 
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75% via Main,Babcock 
Mend,, Rouse,Willson 

traffic volumes 
moving west 
account for 
approx, 43$ 
of all trips. 
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The following circulation schemes are only 

a few of many varieties. They should not be 

considered as design solutions 

method of comparison, for future design, where 

good elements from various solutions may be 

used 



Type "A" - C»T.A» Proposal Use of Space Frames 
At Intersections. 

Advantages: 

some protection from elements.(space frame) 

definition of exterior and interior nodes by-
use of space frame. 

Disadvantages: 

major conflict at end nodes by development of 
public transport system terminal. 

the block from Bozeman to Rouse not completely 
pedestrian - conflict between pedestrian, 
parking, auto, public transport. The parking 
area here doesn't seem too useable. 

use of complete lot parking system perhaps 
not an efficient land use - the land-parking 
proportion perhaps too large 

Minor nodes not defined as sharply as major 
nodes, and yet they are of either equal or 
greater importance. 
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one way loop identifies the pedestrian area. 

more street development allowed because of 
exclusion of auto traffic. 

the long spine, although tying the central 
pedestrian core together appears too long, 
ies except for major intersections, there is 
no penetrating the long "walls" of the 

appears bland and without life, because of 





Advantages: 

easy access for auto drop-off areas right in 
the heart of the core. 

one way systems reduce congestion 

Disadvantages; 

the split in the pedestrian areas causes a 
disunity in the mall concept. 

the block from Bozeman to Rouse not pedestrian 

major pedestrian-auto conflicts in the heart 
of the core. 
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Advantages; 

unity is maintained 

controlled nodes provide for safety, surprise, 
and define the pedestrian streets. 

one way auto circulation within core increases 
personal safety 

more relief into long, linear 

Disadvantages: 

more conflict areas 

minor nodes not readily defined. 
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Conclusions and Proposal: 

Reflecting back upon the information gathered, 

it is possible to establish some definite consider

ations and trends concerning the central business 

district in Bozeman. with the advent of new 

shopping facilities in the western sector of the 

city, we can see that the C.B.D, , must be rejuvinated 

as a vital community core, or else deal witn the 

possibility of becoming a static marketplace. 

In order to achieve this "new life", the 

central business district must become more human. 

The "humanizing" of an area can be dealt with in 

various ways. The first consideration that must 

occur is the realization of an area that recognizes 

the priority of the pedestrian. The conflict 

between legs and wheels must be brought into 

proportion. 

One major problem that exists in Bozeman today 

is the volume of traffic that occurs along Main St. 

This excessive volume brings along with it the added 

problems of turning movements, congestion, constant 

automobile circulation - a direct conflict to the 

pedestrian. At present the many traffic lanes 

make good pedestrian circulation difficult, an 

shopping on both sides of Main St. practically 

impossible. 



Previous solutions to this problem of congestion 

have concerned themselves with increasing tne volume, 

velocity of traffic along Main St. This is not 

solving the problem, but only increasing tne 

congestion, while having a detrimental erfect upon 

Main St. as a lively commercial area. 

Compounding the Volume - Circulation problem 

is tne raet that convenient shopper parking is 

already in snort supply in trie central business 

district, AS demands ior parKing increase, tne 

temptation to IOOK for shopping and parking 

elsewhere in Bozeman will also increase. From tne 

research material we can see that tne short term 

and long term parking are in conflict witnin the 

primary core. 

The solutions to tne problems or parking and 

circulation are many fold. First we must consider 

the "humanizing" of the street. It has been 

proposed in other solutions to make Main Street 

totally pedestrian, void of automobiles. In 

doing this, it does not necessarily rollow that 

an area will become more human. In fact it may 
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cause other greater problems* The total scope 

must be looked at realistically, and all factors 

considered. In some locations this type of solution 

might be applicable, and even very successful, 

but in the case of Bozeman we must examine closely 

local conditions such as population, climate, cost, 

attitude, ect. A completely pedestrian mall down 

Main Street does not seem to be a realistic 

answer for Bozeman. 

The following solution is therefore 

proposed: the creation of pedestrian areas void 

of through traific on Tracy and Black streets, 

from the lane to Main street. Main street itself 

becomes a parking street (angle parking both sides), 

with reduced speed two lane traffic, with drop-off 

areas at major nodes. As Tracy and Black streets 

are no longer through traffic streets, circulating 

traific occurs on a one way loop system (with one 

lane parking far side) along Babcock and 

Menaenhall streets, from tfillson to Bozeman 

streets. The area from tue lane to the loop system 

becomes a short term parking area, and also 

delivery access. The parking system to be lot 

or structure type. A multi-purpose street element 



on the rar reach of the Main street sidewalk is 

introduced. Safer pedestrian crossings across 

Main St. ,as well as visual street identification 

and circulation elements are also introduced in 

this scheme. 

The reasons for tnis scheme are as follows: 

A. Pedestrian area - Tracy St.T Black St.: 

A totally pedestrian area is created here, Tnis 

cuts off the cross-circulation of automobiles 

across Main St. Instead of one large, lengthy-

pedestrian mall along Main St., it is thought to 

. 1 | 1 M 1~ 

I. ! | [. 

create a system of transitional malls off these 

side streets. This area would act as the transition 

between the circulating loop, short term parking 

area, and Main street itself. Keeping in mind 

local weather conditions, this area would be 

covered as well as open at the same time. By 

covering it, this area becomes more controlled 

climatically, functional, useable - perhaps an 

introduction of smaller specialty shops with tne 

structure. 

It's form would deal with a human scale -

proportion becomes a prominent criteria. The 

form would also become a planter - tnis is some

thing that is desperately needed in the downtown 

area* 

t ii—i i 



The materials in tuis structure would also 

introduce something that is lacking in the 

downtown - wooa. A human material on a human scale. 
1"~ j M U. I" 

This transitional area should be thougnt of 

as a people "gate", or "bridge", to the Main 

street rlow. 

: 

lT~r 

B. Main Street: 

Angle parking is introduced on both sides 

here. The through traffic is slowed down 

considerably, either through street floor material 

or visual indication. The reason for this is 

two-fold: First, a greater amount of short term 

parking is introduced into the heart of tne 

commercial area (almost three times as many cars 

by using angle parking). Secondly, the speed can 

be decreased because the circulating one way 
— f-i—;—. . .— 

loop can now handle the extra traffic load. 

Drop-off areas are provided at the transitional 

malls. These become both automobile and pedestrian 

focal areas. The sidewalks are widened here, to 

provide an open, auto-free pedestrian space. These 

become areas of gathering. Incorporated are 



planting, seating, information area. This place 

becomes the Main St. pedestrian "gate" from tae 

transitional mall. 

Pedestrian crossings in this area become 

safer, as the distance to cross is shorter, through 

sidewalk widening and slower speed of automobile. 

This area tends to equalize the balance between 

legs and wheels. 

At tne end nodes, there are visual barriers 

to the oncoming traffic - a statement that this 

is a different kind or street - conditions are 

different. This becomes a definite identification 

that traffic circulation, parking, and pedestrian 

movementis different here. These become areas of 

planting, seating, information, as well as crossing. 

These are street identifying areas. 

C. Multi-Purpose Street Element - Colonnade: 

This is a feature that enhances the pedestrian 

sidewalk between the connecting nodes - the 

sidewalk in front of the stores. It is a reature 

that brings together history, harmony, humor, 

color, information, relaxation, scale, as well 

as protection. 

! I I I | 
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it serves as an element to separate the 

auto from the pedestrian in a closely confined 

area. It also becomes a transitional element,as 

it is easily penetrable by the person leaving 

his car to go shopping. A penetrable fence. 

Through it's material, and very nature it 

integrates a historical form common to this area. 

It provides information in the signing. In this 

way it stresses an order, as opposed to the chaos 

in street shop signing presently, in dealing 

with the elements, it provides shade and seating 

in the summer, radiant heat in the winter, and 

lighting at night, -an indoor-outdoor mall. 

It provides for enclosure, a feeling of protection 

in the very marketplace, as opposed to the 

openness of the central nodes at tne transitional 

malls. This variety enhances the pedestrian 

experience. 

These basic criteria enforce the overall 

concept of bringing the central business, district 

to life, and the focus that it deserves as tne 



center or community activity. It is an attempt 
j—| 

to realize an area that recognizes the priority 

or the pedestrian. It is a realistic, achievable 

3.1t6rn&t;iv6 • 
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